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Abstract: Due to their excellent performance, the inductor–capacitor–capacitor-series (LCC-S)-
compensated topologies are extensively used in inductive power transfer (IPT) applications. However,
perfect alignment of the system’s contactless couplers is difficult, which leads to serious deterioration
of the system output characteristics. In this paper, the influence of the coupler misalignment on the
performance of the conventional resonant system is studied. To obtain stable output against varying
couplings and loads in a certain range, a novel parameter design method based on the multi-objective
particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) algorithm is introduced. The multi-objective optimization
framework is developed to analyze the Pareto trade-offs between three conflicting performance
metrics, namely output current/voltage ripple, reactive power transmission and component stress.
Optimization results depict that misalignment tolerances in both constant current output (CCO)-type
and constant voltage output (CVO)-type LCC-S-compensated IPT systems are improved, while
a wider load range is suitable for a CCO-type system using the method of compensation parameter
optimization. Experimental results are highly consistent with the design, achieving a current fluctua-
tion of no more than 10.5% with a load range from 50 Ω to 100 Ω and a voltage fluctuation of less
than 10.4% with a narrow load from 90 Ω to 100 Ω over 100% of coupling variations (from 0.25 to 0.5).

Keywords: inductive power transfer (IPT); misalignment tolerance; particle swarm optimization
(PSO); LCC-S compensation topology; zero-voltage switching (ZVS)

1. Introduction

In recent years, the use of inductive power transfer (IPT) techniques has received
much attention and gained popularity. In contrast to the traditional physical contact
charging method, the IPT system caters to inherent advantages of safety, convenience,
flexibility and strong environmental adaptability. It is widely applied in many applications,
such as consumer electronics, implantable medical devices, light rail vehicles, and electric
vehicles [1–5]. Most of them are battery-powered devices and demand a load-independent
constant current (CC) or constant voltage (CV) charging mode [6–8].

IPT systems utilize an alternating magnetic field as a medium to transmit power
in the wireless coupler or loosely coupled transformer (LCT). Due to the large leakage
inductances, the wireless coupler or LCT absorbs a large value of reactive power, which
needs to be compensated for by resonant topologies. Normally, high system efficiency
and large power transfer capability can be achieved without any misalignment conditions
between the primary and secondary coils. However, misalignment (vertical, horizontal, or
angular) between the primary and secondary coupling coils is inevitable [9–11], usually
resulting in high reactive power, deteriorative outputs and low power transfer efficiency of
the system. Therefore, power transfer with a low coupling coefficient has become one of
the most challenging issues in an inductive wireless charging system [10,12].
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In order to enhance misalignment tolerance, various design and optimization methods
have been proposed, including magnetic coupling mechanism designs, control strate-
gies, compensation topology and parameter optimization [13,14]. Among these methods,
compensation networks are essential to compensate for the high reactive power of the
magnetic couplers. Moreover, the compensated circuits offer interesting features such as
soft switching, high efficiency and flexible output voltage/current.

A compensated resonant network typically consists of multiple passive elements,
resulting in a variety of circuit characteristics. The tuning of compensation networks plays
a vital role in achieving the misalignment tolerance capability, desired stable output features
(CC or CV mode) and desired transfer efficiency with a soft-switching operation [15,16].
However, it can be difficult for a compensation circuit to achieve all of the above excel-
lent performance characteristics. Design optimization of compensation parameters using
analytical method/equations is difficult due to the complexity of IPT systems, especially
with high-order compensation topologies. In addition, the parasitic parameters of different
elements cannot be accurately estimated using classical analytical equations. Besides, the
conventional methods based on parameter sweeping are time-consuming and require
multiple trial and error calculations. Meanwhile, practical constraints and objectives cannot
easily be included in the conventional methods [17]. For example, the anti-misalignment
performance of basic series–series (SS) topology was improved by improving the conven-
tional parameter selection [18]. However, the results of improvement were insufficient,
and the input current was unbounded when the coupling coefficient was very small [19].
Combined with series topology in the primary side and T-type configurable topology in the
secondary side, a series hybrid wireless charging system with eight compensation elements
and a switch was proposed to obtain CC and CV outputs accompanied by high misalign-
ment [20]. When the secondary side coil moves out of the operating region, the current of
the inverter can be limited without an extra controller. Considering the power stationarity
and soft-switching implementation, a general design method for the primary compensation
network was proposed in [21], in which the transmission power fluctuation was below 20%
in the effective coupling coefficient range (0.125, 0.25). In order to extend position toler-
ance, an LCC-S compensation topology with stable output current was numerically solved
in [22]. The series compensation in the secondary side was chosen to fully compensate
for the inductance of the secondary coil, and the primary LC compensation parameters
were the focus of parameter optimization. In these investigations, parameter selection and
optimization were generally obtained through complex derivative calculations, and load
variation was usually not considered simultaneously.

Nowadays, artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly expanding and has been applied to
power electronic systems during the past several decades [23]. For practical IPT systems’
feasibility, the misalignment tolerance, along with ideal stable output and low losses, were
considered as objective functions in the multi-objective optimization problem. Once the
optimization task for a particular application is determined, the optimal solution can be
obtained by deterministic programming methods or metaheuristic methods [24]. Deter-
ministic programming methods, which require calculation of the gradient and the Hessian
matrix, are challenging for most optimization tasks in the field of power electronics due
to their complexity. As a generic end-to-end tool, the metaheuristic method requires less
expert experience and is efficient and scalable for a variety of optimization tasks. The
metaheuristic methods include trajectory-based methods and population-based methods.
Compared to the trajectory-based methods, the population-based methods (genetic algo-
rithm (GA) [25,26], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [27,28], differential evolution [29],
ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm [30], immune algorithm (IA) [31], etc.) are
superior in their convergence speed and global searching capability, and they are espe-
cially suitable for large-scale optimization issues. For IPT systems’ anti-misalignment
optimization, the application of population-based methods to the different types of mag-
netic couplers are the first to be widely studied by researchers. A nondominated genetic
algorithm (NSGA-II) is employed as the optimization solver to find the optimal geometries
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of bipolar power pads (BPP) coupler in [32]. In [27], a PSO-based optimization design
of a W-Type contactless coupler is proposed to improve power transfer stability in the
dynamic wireless power transmission system. Compared with the complicated trial-and-
error method, the quantity of samples was reduced. As an evolutionary algorithm, PSO
algorithm makes the particles in the population continuously move to the optimal position
through position updates and avoids complex genetic manipulations. In [33], a holistic
comparison of four coupler concepts is discussed using multi-objective Pareto analysis.
For compensation parameter optimization, a synchronous optimization of compensation
network based on non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm III (NSGA-III) is proposed
in [34], which optimizes the demand of constant output voltage but lacks the description
of the compromise solution for output fluctuation and system efficiency. A PSO-based
parameter design method for a constant-voltage-output-type S-CLC-compensated IPT
systems featuring high misalignment tolerance is presented in [35]. However, the primary
side adopts series compensation, which will be affected by unbounded current when there
is almost no coupling between the primary and secondary sides. Due to the high informa-
tion processing and evolution capabilities, the IA algorithm is widely applied in pattern
recognition and classification problems [31]. However, the robustness of the algorithm is
heavily affected by the antibody levels. As for the ACO algorithm, the convergence speed
and the quality of the solutions are very sensitive to the initial parameters [30]. Thanks
to the advantages of easy implementation, high accuracy, and fast convergence speed,
the PSO algorithm is widely applied and is selected to be executed to extract the optimal
parameters in this paper.

In the design process, the number of compensating elements determines the design
flexibility of the system, and multiple compensating elements will make the system have
higher design freedom. As typical higher-order topologies, the resonant LCC-based topolo-
gies are extensively used in the primary side of the IPT systems to supply the transmitting
coil with a constant current which induces a constant voltage on the secondary side coil.
Meanwhile, LCC-based compensation provides a higher degree of design freedom. How-
ever, too many compensation components would increase the cost and produce more
losses. Using a single resonant element in the secondary series compensation, an LCC-S
compensation network can be composed. At the resonant frequency, the resonant elements
in the LCC-S topology can both be tuned to achieve constant current output [22] or constant
voltage output [36]. In order to prevent excessive compensation components from deteri-
orating system efficiency and to provide more design freedom to implement the desired
characteristics, an LCC-S compensation network is adopted in this paper.

The inevitable coil misalignment is the most destabilizing factor affecting the system’s
performance. The purpose of this paper is to realize the stable charging outputs by the
achievement of CC output or CV output. With the aid of an artificial intelligence optimiza-
tion algorithm, this paper attempts to obtain well-designed compensation parameters for
an LCC-S-compensated IPT system, in which the current or voltage output are insensitive
to the coupling coefficient and load variation, simultaneously. Based on different modes
of a loosely coupled transformer, Section 2 provides the overview of two conventional
types of LCC-S compensation topologies, where the parameter resonant tuning design
principles and output characteristics are presented. The detailed optimization process of
multi-objective PSO is described in Section 3. The experimental verification is presented in
Section 4. Finally, conclusions are outlined in Section 5.

2. Design and Analysis of LCC-S Compensation Topologies

In the magnetic coupler, a large amount of magnetic flux leakage remains; thus, in
order to improve the transfer power and system efficiency, compensated resonant circuits
are introduced. The mutual inductance model (M-model) and transformer model (T-model)
are usually used to describe the system used to compensate for the mutual inductance
or leakage inductance of a loosely coupled transformer. The application of the M-model
aims to simplify the circuit and reduce the number of variables by removing the leakage
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inductance and the ratio from the model. As shown in Figure 1a, in the M-model, LP
and LS are self-inductances of the primary and secondary coils. UP and IP are the input
voltage and current at the primary side of the loosely coupled transformer, and US and
IS are the output voltage and current at the secondary side. M stands for the mutual
inductance between the transmitting and receiving coils. The induced voltage is generated
in the primary and secondary side coils, which are denoted as −jωMIS and jωMIP. The ω
parameter is the circuit operating frequency, which equals the switching frequency of the
inverter voltage. In the T-type model of LCT, the magnetic couplers are replaced, and all the
parameters are reflected to the primary-side. As shown in Figure 1b, LP

′, LS
′ and LM are the

reflected leakage inductances of the primary coil, secondary coil and mutual inductance,
respectively. Although the two models have different forms, they can be converted to each
other according to the two-port network equivalence.
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Figure 1. Analysis models of the loosely coupled transformer: (a) the mutual inductance model;
(b) the transformer model.

The circuit of the LCC-S-compensated IPT system is shown in Figure 2, which includes
three parts: the voltage power supply Ud, the resonant tank and the couplers and load
RO. LP1, CP1, CP2 and CS make up the LCC-S compensation topology. The MOSFETs S1–S4
combine into the full bridge inverter, and D1–D4 represent the rectifier diodes. Cf is the
filter capacitor. Here, UAB, IAB, Uab and Iab are the root mean square (RMS) values of the
fundamental harmonics of uAB, iAB, uab and iab, respectively. When the phase-shifting
angle is zero, the value of UAB can be calculated using (1) according to the first harmonic
approximation (FHA). Similarly, the equivalent AC load resistance RE can be expressed
as (2).

UAB =
2
√

2
π

Ud (1)

RE =
8

π2 RO (2)
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In the LCC-S topology, a simple series capacitor forms the receiving side compensation
networks and the secondary impedance Zsec is expressed as

Zsec = RE +
1

jωCS
+ jωLS (3)
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The inverter input impedance Zin of the compensate circuit and load is given as

Zin =

(
(ωM)2

Zsec
+

1
jωCP2

)
‖ 1

jωCP1
+ jωLP1 (4)

Based on the defined impedances of the circuit, the input current of the inverter IAB
and the currents flowing into two coupling coils are derived as

IAB = UAB
Zin

ILP = IAB(Zin − jωLP1)/
(

(ωM)2

Zsec
+ 1

jωCP2

)
ILS = ILP

jωM
Zsec

(5)

Therefore, the output current IRO and the output voltage URO can be expressed as{
IRO = 2

√
2

π ILS = 2
√

2
π

jωM
Zsec

ILP

URO =
√

2π
4 Uab = 2

√
2

π
jωM
Zsec

ILPRO
(6)

Different power transmission characteristics can be obtained using heterogeneous
parameter compensation. Firstly, the M-type model is used to procure a load-independent
voltage output in the compensation design for the LCC-S topology. A resonant capacitor
connects in series to the receiving coil, which compensates for the self-inductance of the
receiving coil. The primary LCC compensation circuits are typically designed to have zero
phase angle (ZPA) input impedance or weak inductive input impedance for zero-voltage
switching (ZVS) turn-on operation of MOSFETs. The primary LCC resonant topologies
can supply the transmitting coil with a constant current, and a constant voltage on the
secondary side coil is induced. After series resonance consisting of a secondary coil and
compensation capacitor, the load can obtain excellent constant current output characteristics.
The compensation design is as follows:

CP1 = 1/
(
ω2LP1

)
CP2 = 1/

[
ω2(LP − LP1)

]
CS = 1/

(
ω2LS

) (7)

For the CVO type LCC-S compensation, the output voltage can be expressed as

URO =
M

LP1
Ud (8)

In order to obtain good performance of load-independent current output, the T-type
model of LCT was used to design the LCC-S compensation topology parameters. Part of
the primary-side compensation capacitor CP1 is used to compensate for the inductance LP1,
and the other part is tuned to compensate for the reflected mutual inductance LM. The
specific compensation elements can be calculated from [16]. The values of CP1, CP2 and CS
are designed by the following equations to achieve resonant at the switching frequency:

CP1 = 1
ω2LP1

+ 1
ω2nM

CP2 = 1
ω2(1−k)LP

CS = 1
ω2(1−k)LS

(9)

where k is the coupling coefficient related to the mutual coupling of the couplers, defined
as: k = M/

√
LPLS, and n denotes the turn ratio of the loosely coupled transformer.
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Therefore, the constant output current IRO through RO can be calculated as

IRO =
8

π2
nUd
ωLP1

(10)

Equations (8) and (10) imply that the IPT system has constant voltage/current output
characteristics and that the system can achieve different voltage/current output levels by
using LP1 according to requirements.

However, the above compensation parameters are designed without considering coil
misalignment. When the spatial position of the two coupling coils changes, the transmission
power of the system will fluctuate drastically. The output voltage sensitivity with respect
to the mutual inductance is derived as

∂URO

∂M
=

8
π2

jROωUd
ZinZsec

(
1− M

Zin

(
2Mω2 + j

(ωM)2

Zsec − jωM

))
(11)

From (11), the input impedance Zin is also related to the mutual inductance coupling,
resulting in analytical solutions becoming difficult to obtain. In this paper, the nominal
output levels were chosen to be 100 V and 1 A. The minimum coupling coefficient was
set to 0.25, and within almost 100% variation, the coupling coefficient was 0.5 with no
misalignment. Due to their simplicity in terms of structure and component count, the
planar circular coils were adopted in the analysis. The load ranges from 50 Ω to 100 Ω
were investigated. Table 1 summarizes and lists the system specifications. The two LCC-S
resonant topologies were designed with identical voltage/current levels. The power
transfer capacities with varying coupling coefficients and loads are shown in Figure 3.

Table 1. Specifications of the IPT system.

Parameters Value

Input DC voltage Ud 100 V
Nominal output level URO_D/IRO_D 100 V/1 A

Switching frequency f s 85 kHz
Coupling range 0.25~0.5

Load range 50~100 Ω
Inductance of transmitting coil LP 270 µH

Inductance of receiving coil LS 270 µH
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As can be observed from Figure 3a, the output voltage of LCC circuit was proportional
to the coupling coefficient. For the results of CCO-type topology in Figure 3b, the power
transfer showed a rapid ascent in misalignment condition. The currents flowing through the
power supply would be large enough to damage the inverter if drastic misalignment occurs.
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In order to indicate the misalignment tolerant capability of the system, the output voltage
fluctuation range hUR is defined by (12), where URO_max and URO_min are the maximum
and minimum output voltages of the LCC-S-compensated IPT system within the whole
coupling coefficient and load range. Similarly, the output current fluctuation range hIR
is defined by (13), where IRO_max and IRO_min are the maximum and minimum output
currents. From Figure 3, voltage and current fluctuations of 33.3% appear with a coupling
range from over 0.5 to 0.25. The two LCC-S resonance compensations make the system
severely sensitive to coupling variations. Therefore, improving the IPT system performance,
including both the coupling and load change throughout the operation, is important.

hUR = (URO_max −URO_min)/(URO_max + URO_min)× 100% (12)

hIR = (IRO_max − IRO_min)/(IRO_max + IRO_min)× 100% (13)

3. Multi-Objective Optimization of Compensation Parameters

As previously mentioned, the design optimization problems of the IPT system often
require the optimization of conflicting objectives. A widely used method in the optimization
of multi-objective problems is the Pareto optimality algorithm [37]. The Pareto optimal
algorithm maximizes one of the objectives while maintaining other conflicting objectives at
their maximum possible. The output of a Pareto optimization algorithm includes a solution
vector and its corresponding objective function, called the Pareto front. In order to broaden
the charging region and reduce the output fluctuations, a multi-objective optimization
framework based on the PSO algorithm was utilized to search for the optimal solutions
from the Pareto front. The PSO method was first put forward by James Kennedy and Russell
Eberhart in 1995 [38]. For the PSO algorithm, at each iterative exploration, the candidate
solutions are diversified or incorporated and replaced with new candidate solutions to
improve the quality of the current generation of population. As a result, the suitability of
the population is improved by iteration. The targets of the system performance and the
practical constraints were considered as follows.

3.1. Overview of MOPSO Algorithm

With faster computing speed and better global search ability, the PSO algorithm can
converge to the optimal solution with high probability, which is suitable for dynamic
optimization. In order to solve the multi-objective model, the multi-objective particle
swarm optimization (MOPSO) algorithm was used in this paper.

The algorithm first generates the initial solution; that is, the population X = {X1, X2,
X3, · · · , Xm} composed of m particles is randomly initialized in the feasible solution space,
where the position Xi = {xi1, xi2, xi3, . . . , xiD} of each particle represents a solution. The ve-
locity of the ith particle is also a D-dimensional vector, denoted as Vi = {vi1, vi2, vi3, . . . , viD}.
The optimal position searched for the moment by the ith particle is called the individual
extreme and is denoted as pi-best, while the optimal position searched by the whole particle
swarm is the global extreme, which is denoted as gbest. Each possible solution is expressed
as a particle in the population, and each particle has its own velocity vector, position vector
and a fitness determined by the objective function. In each iteration, the particle will
update itself by tracking with two extreme values. The individual optimal vector pi and the
global optimal vector pg at the current moment are determined by calculating the objective
function. During each iteration, each particle updates its speed and position according to:

vk+1
i = wvk

i + c1r1(pk
i − xk

i ) + c2r2(pk
g − xk

i ) (14)

xk+1
i = xk

i + vk+1
i (15)

where w is the weight of inertance, c1 and c2 are learning factors and r1 and r2 are inde-
pendent random numbers, which are evenly distributed on [0, 1]. The value of the inertia
weight w indicates the ability to inherit the current velocity of the particle. In order to
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enhance the local optimization ability, this paper adopts a small, fixed weight. The accel-
eration constants c1 and c2 regulate the maximum stride length in the direction of pi-best
and gbest, respectively. They determine the influence of individual and group experience
of particles on the trajectory of particles and reflect the information exchange within the
particle swarm. c1 = c2 is usually set so that individual experience and group experience
have the same important influence and the final optimal solution is more accurate. In
general, c1 and c2 can take values around 2. From the update formula of particles, the
moving speed of a particle is determined by three parts: its original speed, the distance
from its best experience and the distance from the group’s best experience. Their relative
importance is determined by the weight coefficient w, c1 and c2, respectively.

3.2. Optimization Objectives

To achieve optimized parameters for the IPT system, the objectives of the optimization
must be provided, which are defined as follows:

(1) Minimize output fluctuations: In any state where k ε (kmin, kmax) and RO ε (ROmin,
ROmax), the current IRO [k(i), RO(j)] across the load is most approximate to the design
value IRO_D for the CC mode, and the voltage URO [k(i), RO(j)] over the load should
be close to the design value URO_D for the CV mode. k(i) and RO(j) represent the ith k
and jth RO, respectively. Here, the square of the current difference is used to represent
output fluctuations, and its mathematical description is defined as

fRO =

{
{ IRO[k(i), RO(j)]− IRO_D} 2 for CC mode
{URO[k(i), RO(j)]−URO_D} 2 for CV mode

(16)

(2) Reduce current stresses across inductor and coils: The voltage stresses over capacitors
and current stresses through inductors result in high power loss due to ESRs in the
passive compensation components. In particular, the larger ESRs in the inductor and
coils have a great impact on system efficiency. Therefore, the secondary objective is to
minimize the current stress across the inductor and coils. The sum of current stresses
through the inductor and coils are involved in the optimization function as follows:

fIL = ILP1[k(i), RO(j)] + ILP[k(i), RO(j)] + ILS[k(i), RO(j)] (17)

(3) Lessen magnetizing power in LCT: For the loosely coupled coils, neglecting the
magnetic losses and coil resistance, the active power transfer from the transmitter to
the receiver can be given as

PT = ωMILP ILS sin θPS (18)

where ILP and ILS are the RMS value of the primary and secondary coil currents,
respectively, and θPS is the phase difference of the fundamental current phasors
between the transmitting and receiving winding. The reactive power flowing between
couple coils can be given as

QT = ω
(

LP I2
LP + LS I2

LS + 2MILP ILS cos θPS

)
(19)

For a traditional compensated LCT, when the induced current IS lags IP by a quarter
cycle, the maximum power can be transferred from LP to LS. However, after anti-
misalignment optimization, the detuned compensation parameters make θPS no longer
equal to π/2. The reactive power causes coil magnetization, bringing more copper
and core losses. In order to improve the efficiency of LCT, the ratio between the
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reactive power and active power should be kept to a minimum. The ratio, taken as
the third objective function, is given as

fθLS =
|QT|
|PT|

=

∣∣∣∣∣ LP I2
LP + LS I2

LS + 2MILP ILS cos θPS

MILP ILS sin θPS

∣∣∣∣∣ (20)

The targets of the optimization consist of three parts. The most important part is to
minimize the output current and voltage fluctuation for different coupling coefficients
and loads. The other two parts are designed to improve transmission efficiency. Taken
together, the objective function is

F = min
NK

∑
i=1

NRO

∑
j=1

( fRO, fIL, fθLS) (21)

where Nk and NRO are set as the sampling number of coupling coefficients and loads.

3.3. Setting Constraints

In order to reduce switching losses and improve IPT system efficiency, the system
should work in soft-switching conditions; that is, the input impedance of the IPT system
should be inductive. The input impedance angle θin needs to be greater than 0. When
the input impedance angle is less than 0, a large penalty coefficient Mpe is added to the
objective function.

Considering the physical boundaries and cost of passive electrical components, the
compensation capacitors and compensation inductors are limited as follows:{

Lmin ≤ Li ≤ Lmax
Cmin ≤ Cj ≤ Cmax

(22)

Meanwhile, voltage limits for capacitors and current limits of inductors for compensa-
tion networks should also be given to protect circuit safety, which are limited as follows:{

UC ≤ UCmax
IL ≤ ILmax

(23)

3.4. Implementation of MOPSO

Four compensation parameters, LP1, CP1, CP2 and CS1, need to be optimized for
the LCC-S compensation IPT system. Therefore, this is a four-dimensional optimization
problem for the PSO algorithm. The velocity of each particle is constrained within the
range [Vmin, Vmax], and the values of the four different velocities are derived by the
positive integers Ni. The position is limited within the range [Xmin, Xmax], which is
determined by the component constraints. In order to describe the optimization process
clearly, the flowchart of the MOPSO algorithm is shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4,
the MOPSO algorithm is divided into about seven steps: (1) initialization of parameters;
(2) velocities and positions update; (3) calculation of fitness; (4) update of individual optimal
position pi-best (k); (5) update of archives; (6) update of global optimal vector gbest (k);
(7) repeat steps (2) through (6) until the end of the loop condition is met.

The desired output current IRO_D was set to 1 A and the desired output voltage URO_D
was set to 100 V. The basic setting of the MOPSO optimization process is listed in Table 2.
The number of particles is Np = 200, and the dimension of each particle is four, which
corresponds to LP1, CP1, CP2 and CS. The range of compensated inductance is 10–1000 µH
and the range of each compensated inductance capacitance is 0.1–800 nF. The repository
size for each iteration is 200 to show more optimization results. The maximum number of
iterations is limited to 200, so as not to prolong the simulation time. The maximum and
minimum moving velocities of particles is limited by 1/200 of the range of each particle. In
addition, the inertia factor w and learning factors c1, c2 take the empirical value, which are
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0.7, 1.8, 1.8, respectively. In order to solve the nonlinear optimization problem proposed
in this case, the MOPSO program was written in the MATLAB software. The time cost is
about 74.9 s and is realized by a computer (Intel Core i7-9700: 3.00 GHz, RAM: 32 GB).
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Table 2. The main parameters related to the MOPSO algorithm.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

w 0.7 Np (Population) 200
c1 1.8 T (Iterations) 200
c2 1.8 Rep (Repository) 200
Li 10–1000 µH Cj 0.1–800 nF

ILmax 16 A UCmax 600 V

For the CCO-type system, all the solutions successively generated in the archive
after 200 iterations are shown in Figure 5a (3D diagram). In each iteration, the MOPSO
algorithm performed non-dominated sorting and finally converged to the Pareto front.
The optimization Pareto front of the output current fluctuation versus input impedance
angle and current stresses of three inductors was obtained as shown in Figure 5b (2D
diagram). According to the Pareto front, it is evident that different weight combinations
of three objectives can lead to large variant results. In Figure 5, f IRO represents the output
current fluctuation function, which is the most important target. f IL represents the second
objective function, which is the sum of current stresses with respect to load and coupling
coefficient. The color bar in the figure represents the sum of the ratio between the reactive
power and active power in the LCT, which is the third objective function fθPS. From
Figure 5, the output current ripple of solution A is the minimum, but the current stresses
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and reactive power is large. Solution B has the smaller current stresses and reactive power,
but the greater fluctuation of output current. For the solutions with f IRO greater than B, the
output fluctuation of the system would worsen, which deviates from the anti-misalignment
characteristic pursued and will not be considered. The Pareto front enables decision makers
to select the best compromise or near-best solution that reflects trade-offs among key
objectives. Therefore, reasonable compensation parameters can be selected based on the
compromise method to meet different design requirements for the IPT system.
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Figure 5. The optimal solutions of the CCO-type IPT system. (a) 3D diagram; (b) 2D diagram.

Specific to the CCO-type compensation network, after optimization, solution point
A, which had the lowest fitness function value for the output current fluctuation, and
point B, which had trade-offs of the three optimization objectives, were selected for com-
parison. The obtained four compensation parameters corresponding to point A were
LP1 = 147.6 µH, CP1 = 41.87 nF, CP2 = 214.88 nFand CS = 8.77 nF, while for point B, they
were LP1 = 217.43 µH, CP1 = 36.61 nF, CP2 = 47.36 nF and CS = 13.02 nF. With the optimized
four parameters, the load current versus coupling coefficient and load can be obtained, as
shown in Figures 6a and 7a. With the parameters at point A, the minimum load current,
0.87 A, was achieved when k and RO were 0.25 and 100 Ω, respectively. The maximum
load current was 1.08 A when k and RO were 0.36 and 50 Ω. Therefore, the output current
fluctuation range of the compensation topology was less than 10.8%. Similarly, with the pa-
rameters at point B, the output current fluctuation of 29.67% was obtained. Simultaneously,
the inverter no longer has a tremendous current when two coils seriously misalign, which
protects the power supply.
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From Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that the input impedance angles of the two IPT
systems remained at a positive value, which ensured the ZVS operation of the inverter
switches. However, it can be observed that, generally, the phase angle of Case A was
greater than that of Case B as they tried to reduce the output fluctuations. In Case A, the
vital objective function is minimizing the current variation and a balanced trade-off of the
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three optimization objectives is better reflected in Case B. Furthermore, it can be seen from
Figure 6 that although group A parameters could obtain the characteristics of remarkable
stable current output, the maximum current on the compensation inductor LP1 and the
maximum voltage over CP1 reached 6.37 A and 412.89 V when k = 0.25 and RO = 100 Ω.
Coils and switches with high current tolerance are needed. This can be explained by the
large amount of reactive power introduced into the IPT system. For Case B, although
the current stresses on LP1 and the voltage stresses over compensation capacitors were
relatively small, a nearly 30% fluctuation in the output current appeared.
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For the new CVO-type compensation network, the output voltage results derived
by the proposed method were seriously affected by the load range. Taking 100 Ω as the
maximum load, for the minimum range of 50, 70 and 90 Ω load, respectively, the best
solutions among multiple optimized solutions were ultimately selected. Under different
load ranges, the comparison diagram of multi-objective Pareto solutions for the system
is shown in Figure 8, where f URO represents the first objective function; namely, output
current fluctuation. It can be observed that the Pareto front changes in a consistent trend,
but different fitness function values are obtained, that is to say, the objective function is
sensitive to the range of load, and the influence on misalignment tolerance capability can
be significantly reduced by a narrow load range. In order to obtain the appropriate anti-
misalignment effect, the optimization results of loads ranging from 90 to 100 Ω were studied.
From Figure 8, the voltage ripple and inductance current stresses cannot be optimized at
the same time, and they are negatively correlated, while the ratio between the reactive
power and active power has no positive or negative correlation with the two objects. Hence,
it is more reasonable to take it as an important reference factor in the whole multi-objective
optimization process. This paper takes minimum voltage ripple as the highest priority,
considering both the reactive power and electrical element stress. Therefore, the reasonable
solution point C that reflects trade-offs among the key objectives were selected from the
Pareto front. The four compensation parameters obtained corresponding to point C were
LP1 = 206.51 µH, CP1 = 33.64 nF, CP2 = 692.13 nF and CS = 11.82 nF. The output voltage,
input impedance angle, current stresses on inductors and voltage stresses over capacitors
varying with the coupling coefficient and load are shown in Figure 9. As with the CCO
type, the voltage defining fluctuation with the Case C compensations were indicated to be
able to be maintained under 10.45% when the coupling coefficient varied from 0.5 to 0.25.
The maximum current and voltage stress were 4.18 A and 375.26 V, respectively, which
were both within the acceptable range for the compensation components. The impedance
is inductive within the full coupling range, which can fulfill the ZVS requirement for the
system. From Figure 9c, it can be seen that the transmitting coil current of the proposed
scheme was negatively correlated with the coupling coefficient, indicating that the current
of the transmitting coil tracked and compensated the coupling coefficient’s influence on the
output voltage.
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Based on the above analysis, the LCC-S-based IPT systems can enhance different
misalignment-tolerant capabilities with compensating parameter optimization, which is
realized at the cost of introducing extra reactive power. Moreover, it can also be observed
in Figures 6, 7 and 9 that the optimized curve was approximately a parabola with different
gradients and a coupling turning point, and the key features of the output profile are
parametrically dependent. Meanwhile, the value of parameters affecting the efficiency and
cost also needs to be considered. Possessing the smallest volatility of only around 10%, Case
A and Case C had the best power transfer stability. Nevertheless, the introduction of more
electric stresses on passive elements resulted in lower system efficiency. Notwithstanding,
the robustness of power transfer and the high degree of design freedom are favorable in
low-power applications. With small device stresses, Case B could provide a 30% current
output fluctuation, which is more suitable for electrical devices with high requirements
of both power and efficiency, such as stationary electric vehicle wireless charging. Case
C illustrates that, after parameter optimization, the CVO-type IPT system could not meet
the stable output demand in the scenario of large offset and wide load simultaneously.
Therefore, if the load changes over a wide range, extra impedance matching circuits may
need to be added between the rectifier and the actual load.

4. Experimental Verification

A 100 W prototype was built to verify the misalignment-tolerance capability of the
proposed optimized compensation topologies. The photograph of the realized prototype is
shown in Figure 10. The designed and measured circuit parameters are tabulated in Table 3.
The primary inverter consists of four MOSFET IPW90R120C3, and four DSE12 × 101-06
A units were used for the secondary rectifier. The planar circular coils without ferrites
were used to achieve contactless energy transmission and their inductances LP and LS were
268.6 and 269.2 µH, respectively. The gap distance of two coils was 42 mm. The coupling
coefficient dropped from 0.5 to 0.25 by moving the secondary coil different distances on the
radial direction from 0 to 125 mm.
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Table 3. Parameters of designed and experimental prototype.

Type Parameters Designed Measured

CCO

LP1 147.6 µH 147.7 µH
CP1 41.87 nF 41.97 nF
CP2 214.88 nF 214.90 nF
CS 8.77 nF 8.47 nF

CVO

LP1 206.51 µH 206.71 µH
CP1 33.64 nF 33.66 nF
CP2 692.13 nF 698.33 nF
CS 11.82 nF 11.52 nF

Implemented with Case A in the LCC-S compensation topology, the normalized output
currents versus coupling coefficient are shown in Figure 11. The output current fluctuations
of all three different load prototypes were quite small. Around a specific turning point at
which the output trend reversed, the gradient of current gain variation was damped, thus
significantly reducing the sensitivity of the output characteristic to coupling fluctuation.
The outlines of these three curves are very similar to those in Figure 6a. The maximum
output current was 1.12 A when the coupling coefficient was approximately 0.35 with the
minimum load. The minimum output current was 0.94 A with the maximum load and
coupling coefficient. When the value of R decreased, the fluctuation of the output current
was smaller. With Case A parameters, the output current fluctuation was insensitive to both
coupling coefficient and load, and the fluctuation was only 8.82% in the whole operating
range. Some minor discrepancy can be mainly attributed to slight differences between the
real parameters and designed ones.
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With Case C, the relationship between the normalized output voltage of the LCC-S
compensation topology and the coupling coefficient is also depicted in Figure 11. The
output voltage first rose and then decreased with respect to misalignment, which conformed
to the theoretical analysis, indicating a strong misalignment tolerant capability, especially
with the light load. Contrary to the CCO type, the output voltage did not increase as the
resistance reduced. Due to the inevitable nonideal factors, such as equivalent resistance
in power devices and voltage drop of diodes, the measured power transfer was lower
than the designed value. However, the maximum voltage fluctuation with the proposed
compensation network was less than 10.4% over the coupling range from 0.25 to 0.5.

Figures 12 and 13 show the steady-state waveforms of two types of compensation
topologies designed by the proposed method under maximum and minimum misalign-
ment, respectively. The output current iRO and voltage uRO was almost constant for different
coupling and varying load conditions. For the CCO- and CVO-type compensation topolo-
gies, the input current iAB lagged behind the voltage uAB, and Zin was always inductive.
The fluctuation of output voltage was significantly reduced compared to conventional
methods, demonstrating that misalignment tolerance through automatic adjustment of
reactive power was realized.
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The DC–DC measurement efficiencies of these two topologies versus the coupling
coefficient at 100 Ω are shown in Figure 14. The system efficiencies of both topologies
increased with increasing coupling. For the CVO type, the maximum efficiency of the new
design reached 91.2% at k = 0.45 while delivering 100 W power. The highest efficiency of the
CCO-type system reached 73.84%, which is acceptable considering the power level. With
a lower coupling coefficient, the efficiency of both the CCO- and CVO-type IPT systems
will decrease. The main losses of the LCC-S compensation system are: MOSFET loss,
two coupling coils’ loss of LCT, compensation inductor and capacitor loss, diode loss, filter
capacitor loss and others. It can be seen from the highest efficiency of the CCO-type system
that the power consumed by MOSFETs accounted for the largest proportion (42%) of the
switching loss.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, a MOPSO-based compensation parameter optimization design scheme
for CCO- and CVO-type LCC-S-compensated IPT systems is proposed to improve mis-
alignment tolerance. The multi-objective functions (including output fluctuation, current
stresses and reactive power requirement) and physical constraints (including size of com-
ponents, voltage and current withstanding capability) are identified in detail. Based on
the Pareto front of the optimization results, the proposed methods enhance the robust-
ness of the power transfer response to both coupling variations and loads. Moreover,
the ZVS operation can be realized for the primary power switches under full coupling
range operations. The misalignment region of the wireless coupler exceeds the vertical
distance of two coils by about 125 mm. When implementing the optimized parameters, the
CCO-type LCC-S-compensated system was demonstrated to be able to keep the current
fluctuation under 8.8%, within 100% variation in both coupling and load. The experimental
results show that the voltage fluctuation was not more than 10.4% with a coupling range of
0.25–0.5 and a narrow load range. The CVO-type IPT system cannot meet the stable output
demand in the scenario of large misalignment and wide load simultaneously. Therefore,
if the load changes over a wide range, extra impedance matching circuits may need to be
added between the rectifier and the actual load. The compensation optimization method in
this paper can be integrated with the outstanding magnetic couplers and excellent control
strategies to further improve the anti-misalignment performance and extend dynamic
wireless charging.
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